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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

– Kremlin    -

Kremlin can not attack Georgie again for legal reasons 

2 august  2009

Medvedev,

Russia can not attack Georgie again; not even to protect civilians in sovereign-districts!
• You have started a lawcase against Georgie with ICC.

• Because Russia is no statemember, you or other RU-politicians can not be punished by ICC for 
'war-making'. 
When the final degree of an ICC-judge  in case of Georgie is negative for you, the RU-Supreme 
Court has to judge against you.

• So far there is no prove that you want ICC to be a fair court of law.

Although you read my site weekly – and I'am still alive – your legal message to me is:
'D, I'd like you and your work and will use it too, even for peace.  But I'am RU...and I don't want 
to get involved in NLFs for Europeans = I don't want Europeans to have acces to law or fair 
courtsystems.  I know you are right = ICC is a Hitlercourt.  But this is in my advantage!  I want 
RU to be in charge of NLFs in my district and not ICC.  I even want RU to be in charge in EU when 
ICC turns Earth into a complete war-circus. 

How stupid can one be.....!?

I warned you:
'Your methods are only effective on the short-term'....

What should you have done?
• When you would have recongized me officially ...and even asked the RU-embassador in NL  to 

work together with me for NLFs  publicly... ICC would have been a more honest court-system. 

• NL would have had New Elections, based on truth ...and our NL-parliament would have been 
more reliable in contracts... and in warzone....

• ICC would have implemented a transparent procedure for lawcases in EU, against EU-leaders who 
fail to keep their national Supreme court a fair court-system. 

• My ICC-case would have ended in a settlement, good for All of Us. 

• UN Ban Kimoon would have been replaced be a person who wants NLFs for 6.5 billion residents 
on Earth.

• NATO  would have been cleaned up a little, so even there transparency would have triggered 
more peace in Afghan/Pakistan...enz..  

• YOU – Dmitri Medvedev – would not need to start a second war against Georgie, 
because people  would have understood be now: 
'how they can defend themselves with lawcases against their own parliament, in their 
Supreme court or ICC'.   Georgie would not try to start new riots, neither would Russia.
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ICC has to protect people under attack in Georgie, 
now they have accepted the RU-case

or

ICC has to ask UN Security Council to come up with 
a resolution against Georgie, 

when they can't handle the situation on their own. 

+

When Russia attacks Georgie today, 
ICC can not judge against Georgie anymore...,

because ICC works like a catalyst...
 for more war between 2 parties in ICC-courtroom!

You have just started a 'new war against RU' ...
....on the long run... ! Europeans will turn against RU.
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